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The Bateleur

With the support of the Southern 
African Wildlife College Trust, the 
SAWC CEO, Theresa Sowry and 
Executive Manager Marketing 
and Fundraising Jeanné Poultney, 
conduct an annual trip to Europe 
to meet up with current and po-
tential donors and supporters as 
well as with some of the College’s 
valued partners. And what a fast-
paced and mutually fruitful 2017 
trip it proved to be.

On 17 May, Theresa and Jeanné 
left South Africa for Frankfurt 
where they met with KfW and 
KfW Stiftung as well as with SAWC 
ambassador Charly Gräf.

From there they headed off to Zürich to meet with Friends of African 
Wildlife founders Christoph and Bettina Weber as well as with other 
trustees and supporters before leaving for Amsterdam.

THE SAWC MEETS WITH DONORS AND PARTNERS IN EUROPE 

Nils Meyer of KfW pictured with Jeanné at KfW’s offices

From left:  Bettina Weber, Prof. Ossi Köchli, Carmen Schiltknecht, Monika 
Steiger, Theresa, Walter Forrer, Dr. Leah Köchli and Christoph Weber enjoying 
a relaxed Sunday evening together. 

Some fun time was also had with WWF’s Martina Hartlieb who joined Theresa 
and Jeanné over the weekend on her way back to Geneva. 

And yes, Theresa and Jeanné even managed to find rhino (even if just visually) 
in Zürich, a city which is committed to helping save this endangered species. 
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In Amsterdam they met with various friends and ambassadors of the 
College, the Dioraphte Foundation and with the University of Amster-
dam. 

The last leg of the trip included a visit to London where they met with 
the Rufford Foundation, the Tusk Trust, the Royal Foundation of the 
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge and Prince Harry as well as with IFAW 
and Oxford University before returning home on 27 May.

SAWC Ambassador Annet van Egmond shows Theresa and Jeanné the plans of 
the new studio being built at her home, which will be used for presentations 
and media previews amongst them those to highlight the plight of Africa’s 
rhino and the work Annet is doing to help support the training of field rangers. 

The ladies met with John, Yolanda and Josephine Loudon, Tijo, Hermance and 
Flip Collot d’Escury (to left of table). Josephine and Flip (to right of table) both 
spent some time at the College as volunteers so it was great catching up with 
them and their families. 

A meeting was held with the the University of Amsterdam’s Andrew Lemieux 
with whom a MoA will now be put in place

Terry Kenny (left) and Simon Mickleburgh pictured with Jeanné at the Rufford 
Foundation’s offices in London.

Theresa and Jeanné managed to navigate the London underground and 
transport system to get to Oxford University where they met with Paul Jepson, 
Head of the School of Geography and the Environment and MSc students, Eli 
Walker and Carolina Torres.  Eli and Carolina are assisting Dr Kevin Robertson 
with an applied learning project he is conducting and are currently at the 
College. 

The ladies managed to take a quick tour around Oxford, which has the most 
incredible historical sights and natural history museum.

A productive meeting was held with Naomi Doak, United for Wildlife/The 
Royal Foundation of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge and His Royal 
Highness Prince Harry as well as with Charlie Mayhew of the Tusk Trust.



April 2017 - Dr. Bar-
tolomeu Soto Director 
General of ANAC (The Na-
tional Administration of 
Conservation Areas in Mo-
zambique) recently signed 
a Memorandum of Un-

derstanding (MoU) with 
the CEO of the Southern 
African Wildlife College, 
Theresa Sowry, which 
will facilitate the effective 
implementation of the 
objectives and principles 

established in the Conven-
tion on Biological Diver-
sity, the SADC Protocol on 
Wildlife Management and 
Law Enforcement and Mo-
zambican Policy on Biodi-
versity Conservation. 

The two parties jointly 
recognise the need for 
the conservation and pro-
tection of biodiversity, 
compliance and law en-
forcement and the MoU is 
designed to underpin the 
urgency of finding viable 
ways and durable solu-
tions towards establishing 
a cooperative approach to 
training within the sector. 

“Both ANAC and the 
SAWC share common 
ideas, responsibilities and 
goals and intend raising 
the level of cooperation 
to ensure the training of 

ANAC staff to benefit the 
conservation areas of Mo-
zambique,” said Dr. Soto. 
“Both parties are con-
vinced that this five-year, 
renewable memorandum 
will bring benefits to the 
sustainable management 
of natural resources, a re-
duction of human-animal 
conflict and will promote 
conservation objectives 
and activities,” he added. 

“The College’s role will be 
to assist with the training 
of ANAC staff personnel in 
natural resource manage-
ment and to contribute 
to building institutional 
capacity in response to 
the challenges imposed 
on the sector,” said Mrs. 
Sowry. 

The two parties shall es-
tablish cooperation for the 

training of staff in conser-
vation areas, covering the 
following activities:

1. Strengthening of 
ANAC’s institutional ca-
pacity in natural resource 
management, community 
development, ecologi-
cal management, tourism 
guides, sustainable use of 
wildlife and fiscal training.

2. Establishing an ex-
change of experience be-
tween the officials of both 
institutions.

3. Fundraising to guaran-
tee scholarships for ANAC 
staff.

4. Creating of opportuni-
ties to carry out research 
on various aspects related 
to the management of 
natural resources.

ANAC AND SAWC SIGN FIVE-YEAR MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT TO THE BENEFIT 
OF CONSERVATION AND THE PROTECTION OF BIODIVERSITY IN THE REGION

Since 1998 when the first 
year-long diploma/certifi-
cate programme in wild-
life area management was 
run by the Southern Afri-
can Wildlife College, close 
on 900 students have 
completed the Higher 
Certificate in Nature Con-
servation Implementation 
and Leadership as well as 
the Advanced Certificate 
in Nature Conservation 
Trans Frontier Conserva-
tion Management with a 
further 49 students en-
rolled this year. 

These students, both past 
and present are employed 
across Africa in some of 
the world’s most biodi-
verse conservation areas. 
The demand for well qual-
ified and practically skilled 
conservation managers 
who are able to manage 
they day to day business 
and challenges being 
faced in protected areas 
and within communities 
is increasing as is the need 
for sound sustainable 
development practices, 
which not only benefit 

conservation but also the 
people living within or ad-
jacent to these areas. 

Funding for tuition of 
these students who play 
a vital role in their home 
countries, remains a chal-
lenge and we, together 
with our students thank 
our donors who con-
tinue to support this pro-
gramme. Amongst them 
the Southern African 
Wildlife College Trust, the 
MAVA Foundation and 
KfW Stiftung via Peace 

Parks Foundation, Friends 
of African Wildlife, Safari 
Club International Foun-
dation, United for Wild-
life/The Royal Foundation 
of the Duke and Duchess 
of Cambridge and African 
Parks. 

The students are currently 
in their workplaces com-
pleting their assignments 
and work integrated learn-
ing projects and will re-
turn to the College at the 
end of July.  We do howev-
er require additional fund-

ing to help support 50% 
of some of the students’ 
tuition fees. Anyone in-
terested in supporting our 
Adopt-a-Student Learner 
Legacy programme is to 
please contact Jeanné 
Poultney by emailing 
jpoultney@sawc.org.za 
who will provide you with 
the necessary details and 
profiles of those students 
still requiring support. 

SAWC THANKS SUPPORTERS OF THE WILDLIFE AREA MANAGEMENT QUALIFICATION 
PROGRAMMES

The first recipients of the 
CEO Special Award, Pre-
cious Mathebula, Calvin 
Nyathi, Dineo Chiloane 
Theodore Ngobeni and 
Relies Nyathi from the 
Logistics, Hospitality and 
Food Services depart-
ments, were recently 
treated to a lunch at 
Tinswalo Safari Lodge. 
SAWC CEO, Theresa Sowry 
says the award was intro-
duced as a way of thank-
ing staff who go the extra 
mile. These staff members 
were recognised for “just 
making things happen and 
going beyond the call of 
duty” whilst their supervi-

sor Hazel Timm, the Hos-
pitality Manager was away 
on leave. 

“People often don’t re-
alise the difference rec-
ognition such as this can 
make. It motivates and 
pushes one beyond the 
limits to do ever better the 
next time,”  said Logistics 
Manager, Dineo Chiloane. 
“What was really enjoy-
able was that we could 
interact with the CEO in a 
comfortable and informal 
setting beyond the tradi-
tional office atmosphere. 
And what a setting it was! 
We all felt the majestic 

beauty of nature when an 
elephant came up at very 
close range to drink water 
whilst we sat and enjoyed 

a delicious lunch in beauti-
ful bush setting. The after-
noon for us was a  “WOW” 
experiece and all thanks to 

our CEO for the wonderful 
lunch and for the nomina-
tion. It really was appreci-
ated!!” added Dineo. 

CEO SPECIAL AWARD INTRODUCED TO RECOGNISE STAFF THAT GO THE EXTRA MILE



Locals warned me that in this 
part of the world attending 
an interview in a suit typically 
results in an immediate rejection. 
I quickly discovered that there 
was some rationale to that.
Firstly, I lasted about 5 minutes 
before the heat had me begging 
to remove my jacket. Minutes 
later it was joined by my tie. I’d 
began, what I’ve come to call the 
Lowvelt Striptease.
Secondly, during the interview 
and dreading that the answer 
might contain the word ‘suit’, I 
enquired about the dress code 
for trainers at the College. The 
reply…. “What’s a dress code?” 
There and then I was sold on the 
SAWC and the Applied Learning 
Unit (ALU)

I’m still not sure if it was the 
suit or the striptease, but I was 
offered the job and within days I 
had arrived.

On my first day, I left home 30 
minutes early to be sure to arrive 
on time – you know, to avoid 

traffic. Yeah, yeah, yeah – I’ve 
learnt that lesson now as well.

Having previously worked in 
an academic environment with 
the University Of London, I 
anticipated things starting rather 
slowly.

This was my third mistake 
following closely behind the suit 
incident and the traffic lesson - 
I’d underestimated the ALU. 

In my first six weeks, I was 
hardly ever in the office and my 
‘initiation’ began immediately:
Straight into the two-week long 
Wildlife Crime Analysis workshop.

“Oh. And did we mention that 
you will be training this very 
workshop in the Eastern Cape in 
two weeks’ time?” Followed by 
two days of Cmore training.

Then, remember that workshop 
I had to facilitate in the EC? 
Tsolwana here we come.

Wildlife Crime Analysis 
Workshop – Tsolwana, Eastern 
Cape

Tsolwana’s lack of cell phone 
signal and internet access kept 
the outside world at bay.
However, on an evening game 
drive ostensibly to capture Cmore 
data, the persistent rumble of 
the diesel motor was interrupted 
by a cacophony of cell phones 
competing vigorously to 
download backlogs of messages, 
emails etc. SIGNAL!!!
100 meters in any direction and 
we were back in the silent age.
The spot was immediately 
geolocated on Cmore devices 

and it became a target waypoint 
whenever communications 
withdrawal symptoms became 
unbearable.

Tsolwana held other benefits. The 
scenery is amazing and once the 
day’s training was completed we 
could explore the environment 
and examine the rock paintings. 
All for geolocation purposes, of 
course!

The longer that we spent at 
Tsolwana, the more often I had to 
remind myself that I was actually 
being paid a salary to do this. 
What a privilege.

The Academic Support and Quality 
Assurance department was hard at 
work in the past quarter compiling 
evidence to submit to the Higher Edu-
cation and Training Department. The 
evidence forms part of the Annual 
Report that must be submitted by a 
Private Higher Education Institution 
to show compliance with the Higher 
Education Act.

Annexures include learning strategies 
regarding Work Integrated Learning, a 
support strategy for at-risk students, 
the current OHS certificate, academic 

records and more – 23 annexures in 
total! The report was an enormous 
team effort and I thank all the con-
tributors.

An extra special thank you goes to 
Aron Radinku Lekoloane (pictured 
right), our learner management sys-
tem administrator who pulled all the 
annexures together for the submis-
sion.

Anelle Rautenbach
Head: Academic Support & Quality 
Assurance

APPLIED LEARNING UNIT

Light Sport Aircraft (LSA) may 
be useful in helping protected 
area managers better use their 
resources to conserve wildlife. 
The aircraft can collect data on 
animal distribution locations, 
and on poaching activities. By 
analysing the data on the times, 
locations and methods used in 
poaching incidents, the managers 
will have a better idea of where 
and when their rangers should 
patrol to have the greatest 
chance of deterring or preventing 
future crimes. To date, very little 

evidence exists to validate the 
use of the aircraft. A project is 
now underway to study the effec-
tiveness of the aerial survey data 
in anti-poaching operations.  The 
information for the study is being 
gathered in four different areas: 
Klaserie, Timbavati, Kingfisher-
spruit (KNP), and Tshokwane 
(KNP).

A second project is underway, 
monitoring the training and ef-
ficacy of dogs in detecting and 
apprehending poachers. The use 

of K9 packs is a relatively new 
addition to the African anti-
poaching arsenal, and very little 
has been published about using 
dogs and their success rates.  
This monitoring project aims to 
determine their effectiveness and 
to identify the optimal conditions 
for using the dogs in the field. 

Furthermore, by attaching a 
GPS-collar to one of the pack 
dogs, we can collect data about 
the poacher’s movements and 
how they function once they’ve 

entered a protected area. This 
data can then be analysed in 
a similar way to how scientists 
analyse the movement patterns 
of animals. Poachers’ movements 
are unlikely to be random so it 
is important to understand how 
they move across the landscape, 
and what environmental factors 
influence their behaviour.

Nick van Doormaal 
Collaborating Researcher

INNOVATION IN ANTI-POACHING METHODS

ACADEMIC SUPPORT AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

A (FIRST PERSON) NEW “BOY’S” PERSPECTIVE

Tsolwana rock paintings A pause during a Tsolwana game drive



On my return from the Eastern 
Cape I finally got to work 
alongside the rest of the ALU.
My attention was directed 
towards ‘Big Bertha’.

Big Bertha is the pet name that 
the ALU has given to the project 
to automate and standardise 
data collection across the 
SAWC. Various data collection 
and reporting tools are being 
tested by the ALU to determine 
strengths and weakenesses of 
the different tools available. 
These include the likes of SMART, 
CyberTracker and Cmore. 

SAWC – Big Bertha - Compliance 
department.

With Sharon Humphries’ 
contribution in the role of Subject 
Matter Expert (SME), the ALU 
developed a CyberTracker App 
for use by staff and contractors 
to record compliance incident 
information.

With the App completed the 
SAWC staff, who are commonly 
confronted with Compliance 
issues, attended a 45-minute 
session to train them in the use 
of the app. Then, working in 
small groups, they were given 
time alone to practice using 
the App and recording incident 
information on the Cedar data 
collection devices.

On their return from the 
practical session, we closed the 
information loop by showing 
them how the data that they had 
collected could be accessed and 
used by management. The lighter 
side of things was revealed when 
we read aloud the teasing and 
often provocative comments that 
they had logged on the devices. 
Humour certainly also goes a 
long way to cement relationships. 
The Maintenance department’s 
requirements are now being 
analysed and their data collection 
App developed.

Cmore Presentation

Recently, the ALU presented a 
session on Cmore and its use 
for automating data collection 
and analysis. Attendees included 
learners from the Advanced 
Field Ranger’s course as well as 
prime decision makers within the 
environmental protection sector.

Included were sections 
covering Cmore’s use as a 
real-time situational control 
centre together with insights 
into the substantial and often 
overlooked contribution that 
the data collected can make in 
terms of spatial and temporal 
representation, and in crime 
analysis. Emphasis was placed 
on the fact that the SAWC is now 
able to offer training in these 
aspects.

International Programmes 
and Short Courses - Elephant 
Damage

Another CyberTracker App 
was developed by the ALU for 
the collection of research data 
relating to elephant damage to 
trees. This for the International 
Programmes and Short Courses 
department.

The research undertaken by 
students from the Sierra Nevada 
College from the USA built upon 
data collected in prior years. To 
streamline the process of locating 
the actual trees used in prior 
research, the ALU geolocated 
each tree previously examined 
and configured the College GPS’s 
to navigate the students directly 
to each. 

The Efficacy of this method was 
demonstrated by the speed in 
which the students were able to 

locate and record the data for 
each individual tree. 

Another major benefit of 
applying this method was the 
fact that the Applied Learning 
Unit collated and released all of 
the collected research data in 
both Excel spreadsheet and map 
formats underlaid with prior 
year data - within minutes of the 
students returning from the field.

Where to from here for the ALU?

Well, Big Bertha is well on her 
way.
Loads more training is scheduled.
I continue to learn new lessons 
each day.

Notes to self:
1. Suits aren’t good.
2. Socks and sandals seem to be 
okay (the jury is certainly still out 
on this!!!)
3. Traffic is not an issue.
4. If ever you are feeling low, 
simply turn on your radio and 
listen to the traffic reports (okay, 
I know I shouldn’t take pleasure 
from this, but hey, I did my time 
in Gauteng)
5. The Wildebeest Stoffel isn’t 
worth relocating.
6. Grass seeds come in more 
varieties than I ever knew 
and they all stick to socks!! So 
perhaps the socks and sandals 
idea is not such a good one after 
all!
7. To fit in you must have a bird 
call or call of the wild as your cell 
phone ring tone.

Iuan Gray
Applied Learning Unit - 
Information Trainer and Systems 
Analyst

SAWC Staff attend the “Big Bertha” 
Compliance training session

Iuan Gray presenting Cmore, data 
collection and data analysis

Advanced Field Rangers are shown 
covert and overt data collection 
devices used with Cmore

The presentation was well attended 
with standing room required at the 
ALU’s Cmore, data collection and data 
analysis presentation

Sierra Nevada College students 
perform research on elephant 
damage to trees.

Navigation to specific trees was 
facilitated by GPS units programmed 
by the ALU

Tree and Track comparison shows how little effort was wasted in locating 
specific targets

Sierra Nevada College students back from the bush



COMMUNITY, YOUTH  DEVELOPMENT AND ACCESS

The Youth Access: Conservation and Environmental 
Education Bridging Course students have completed 
their accredited training and are currently in their 
leadership training phase. This will be followed by 
deployment to their respective work places. 

The next Bridging Course will encompass the SADC 
programme and if all goes according to plan, this 
programme will be implemented in July 2017. 

The College’s partner and donor for the Bridging 
programme, Children in the Wilderness, is in the 
process of recruiting youth in the SADC region to 
be trained.

The Department is currently evaluating our bridging 
course programmes. Plans are underway to 
incorporate changes to the programmes in keeping 
with the changes in the Services Sector Education 

and Training Authority (SETA) landscape. In the 
meantime, we are engaging with stakeholders to 
determine the way forward.

Chris Kafoteka
Business Unit Manager: Community, Youth 
Development and Access

NEWS FROM THE BUSINESS UNITS

The Youth Access: Bridging Course studetns carrying out a building shelter activity with Facilitator, Fanuel Nleya

POEMS BY THE YOUTH ACCESS: CONSERVATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION COURSE 
STUDENTS 2017

REMEMBER ME
BY SAKHILE SAMSON NGUBONDE

Remember me,
When the last of my kind is dead and 

Gone by the greediness of your hearts
For personal wealth accumulation

Remember me,
When the savannah goes quiet and one 

Can take a stroll and not hear the 
Huffing of our nostrils, when we

No longer grace the waterholes by 
Our presence to wallow in the mud

After a hot summer’s day
Remember me

The numbers shall go down, they will say 
“There used to be a big 5” when all

that remains is pictures and memories
Of our proud trot

Remember me
I am the closest thing to being a unicorn 
To ever walk this earth, the only thing, 

That makes me unique, my identity,
My distinct, my horn, my strength, my weakness

Remember me

Remember me, when I’m gone remember me
When the Ox-peckers that used to feed off our backs

Go hungry, Remember me, remember me 
For the times you did nothing to fight for my existence

Remember me, when all those who fought for me cry in sadness of the bitter 
taste of defeat

Remember Me!

A RANGER
BY BENEDICT THULANE CHILOANE

My adventure
All because of nature

I had so much pressure
But now pleasure and strength

I am now a ranger
I am a conserver

I am a Ranger
It’s not easy

It’s not for the faint hearted
Sunrise, sunset, it rains, all the pains, the adjure and azure

Being in the middle, not with your family 
Living outside in the bush with Kings of the Jungle

Fear is for the weak
No “scared” is alive nor “I cannot” is active

Without shelter
Without night vision eyes blur

But it is a mission I have to complete without competing
I am mentally fit and tomorrow I’ll continue to do better to save the animals

The small and the big are just the same
The feeling every day is different

Every hour you think
You think of this

No turning back rangers are on a mission
More time no charm but there is harm

Harm rains
I am a Ranger 

All you have to do is to keep calm do not run or take it as fun
The pain of the bush

I am a Ranger
I will fight against the scourge of poaching that threatens animals, my life and 

family.



The second quarter of 2017 was a 
fresh start for the RISE unit. Many 
members of the unit were afforded 
the opportunity to take part in a Col-
laborative Environmental Governance 
training programme, which was of-
fered by Professor Kobus Miller as 
part of the NORHED programme. The 
training saw the team visiting other 
organisations in our area that are 
playing a critical role in shaping this 
Lowveld landscape, namely: The Kru-
ger to Canyons Biosphere office, Wits 
Rural facility, and the Hans Hoeheisen 
centre and its associated projects. 

All these visits were extremely infor-
mative, and so was the opportunity 
through this training, to link with and 
work side by side with PhD learners 
from the Cobber Belt University. Unit 
members will have an opportunity to 
be part of this group again when we 
join another NORHED programme, 
a two week wildlife economics and 
community based natural resource 
management course.

The unit has been busy at work with 
the Southern African Wildlife College- 
Mnisi Community Alliance, abbreviat-

ed as SMCA. The SMCA is made up of 
both young and seasoned represen-
tatives from the 11 villages under the 
Mnisi tribal authority. The Alliance 
deals with matters relating to conser-
vation, the environment, government 
and communication between the Col-
lege and its neighbors.

Our unit bid farewell to Candice Eb 
who was with the college for a year as 
the unit’s Resource Economist, work-
ing on the WWF-SA and GEF funded 
programmes. It is however not a final 
farewell, as Candice will continue to 

work with and be associated with the 
College on a freelance basis and as a 
Resource Economics lecturer in the 
HET department.

Finally, the team concluded the situa-
tion analysis of the five villages under 
the Exarro – legacy project. The team 
was led by Ms. Linda Hlengwa on the 
analysis which will inform the status 
of these communities with a view to 
potential enterprise development.

Sboniso Phakathi
RISE - Project Manager

PROTECTED AREA INTEGRITY: AFRICAN FIELD RANGER TRAINING SERVICES

In February, African Field Ranger 
Training Services Division completed 
the Jobs Fund learning programme 
with 119 Year 2 learners graduating. 
The graduation ceremony made 
history as the largest passing out 
parade of Field Rangers ever in 
South Africa. This National Treasury’s 
Jobs Fund project, which was also 
supported by SAWC donors as part 
of the matched funding requirement,  
saw a total of 257 learners trained 
over two years,  with a total of 255 
learners graduating. 

The completion of the Jobs Fund 
programme has now freed up the 
Field Ranger base for other training 

and shorter courses. The Division 
also recently deployed two trainers 
to Myanmar and the training 
intervention there was carried 
out successfully. This brings the 
total of Anti-Poaching Unit training 
interventions in Myanmar to three 
and the number of Anti-Poaching 
Units established there to five.  We 
are proud to be part of the Karen 
Wildlife Conservation Initiative 
through Wildlife One in South East 
Asia

The K9 Unit was visited by Joe 
Braman, an American pack dog 
expert. His positive assessment 
of our pack confirms that correct 

procedures were followed in their 
initial training. In an impressive 
demonstration in Kruger National 
Park, the dogs successfully tracked 
scent trails covering distances of 
up to 3 kilometres that took up to 4 
hours to complete. Full support for 
the programme is ongoing with Mr. 
Braman committing to returning from 
the States in the near future with 
a donation of trained dogs from a 
specialized breed of dog that excels at 
tracking and apprehension.

The SAWC is in  the process of 
upgrading its aerial capability Light 
Sports Aircrafts with rotax engines, 
more suited to our climate.

These Savannah aircraft replace the 
Bathawks and are being used to 
continue the monitoring and patrol 
of areas within the Greater Kruger 
National Park where the College is 
located. The use of these aircraft 
plays a significant role in terms of 
applied learning, field ranger  training 
as well as intelligence gathering.

Ruben de Kock
Business Unit Manager: Protected 
Area Integrity

 RURAL INITIATIVES FOR A SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT (RISE) UNIT

BUYEPHI UBUNTU BETHU (WHERE HAS OUR HUMANITY GONE) 
Ubuntu is “the belief in a universal bond of sharing that connects all 

humanity”BY MAVAYELA MERCY ERIMA CIKOSE

No nature today
No future tomorrow

Ma Africa
What has happened to us?

Our generation is apathetic and lethargic
The generation of today is doomed failing to conserve nature

Destruction of nature has become a norm
Where are our values, norms and ethics?

Our forefathers played their part and they taught us to conserve nature
Buphi ubuntu bethu we Mafrica

Let us go back to our roots
Conserve nature as we were taught  

Let us not forget the future of generations 

A THREAT
BY GOMOLEMO PRIMROSE MATHIBE

I was asleep, but my heart woke up
It is the sweet melody of birds, the songs of the jungle that awakened me.

Oh my saviour, my only hope, the only thing that can change extinct to exist

A conserver threatened, I stand!
My love for nature is not moved

The rhino is amongst the rhino poachers
Their greatest threat is their only chance of living

Ignorance breaks everything down

People placing paving everywhere,
Payments are made, the greed of mankind is huge

Habitats are lost
We forget. No habitat. No inhabitants

Money, treasure, can buy nature, but how long until we have nothing to remind 
us of our beautiful nature

When all we‘ll have left is machines, pavings and buildings all over. That will be 
the end of life.



The International Programmes 
division is creating the space and 
opportunity for exchanging dialogue 
around today’s most prevalent con-
servation issues in Africa and other 
regions in the world. The purpose of 
our programme is to share under-
standing and experiences to find new 
ways of dealing with today’s evolving 
issues in conservation. There are 
currently five topics being explored 
in our International Conversation 
Dialogues: 

Rhino Poaching
• Arguably the most pressing 

issue in African conservation, 
although many other species 
are also being targeted. 

• How the SAWC and other 
stakeholders in the Kruger2Can-
yon region endeavor to educate 
people throughout Africa to 

protect all its wildlife.
• Practical Law enforcement 

through the training of field 
rangers.

The role of people living in and 
around protected areas
• Current conflicts and solutions
• Individual and corporate re-

sponsibility of the stewardship 
of natural resources

Responsible Tourism
Exploring eco- friendly options for 
touring in and around protected 
areas.

Hunting
• The role of hunting as a tool 

to protect and conserve many 
species in Africa.

• How global pressure on the ban 
of hunting influences the hunt-

ing and conservation industries.
• How can those industries 

respond to challenges in ways 
that are beneficial to the wild-
life and to the livelihood of the 
many groups of people living 
near protected areas?

Wildlife Diseases
A history of the diseases in Africa and 
how these diseases influenced the 
migration of animals and people.
• The types of diseases
• Practical anatomy of the herbi-

vores and carnivores that could 
be affected.

During the months of April and May 
the SAWC had the privilege of host-
ing two groups. First was a group of 
students from the Wildlife Institute 
of India. They visited the College’s 
K9 Unit which is part of the region’s 
anti-poaching strategy to curb rhino 

and other kinds of poaching. Mr. 
Wisdom Makhubele gave a talk on 
the care and training of the dogs and  
demonstrated how they are able to 
pick up scent trails while they are 
tracking.

The second group of students to 
visit was from Grand Valley State 
University in Michigan. They began 
their tour in Graskop, Mpumalanga 
and traveled along the Panorama 
Route taking in all the beauty of the 
Blyde River Canyon. Their tailor made 
programme at SAWC focused on 
Community Based Natural Resource 
Management.

Marilize van der Walt
Senior Advisor/Coordinator: 
International Programmes and Short 
Courses

UNIVERSITY GROUPS AND SHORT COURSES

INTERNATIONAL CONSERVATION DIALOGUE

Grand Valley State University collecting data as part of a SAWC research project 
on damage done by elephants to trees higher than 3 meters. Findings from this 
project could influence current African elephant management practices.

Students visiting Manyeleti Nature Reserve (a community owned nature 
reserve) and learning first-hand about the issues, the challenges and the 
victories regarding land claims. 

Grand Valley State University students visiting the local Inyanga in Welverdiend  
to connect with the local culture of the Tsonga people.

Students pictured with the youth of the Welverdiend Community after a soccer 
game. 

The SAWC’s International programmes offer groups of students from universities across the globe a chance to engage in open conversation with 
experts, and to experience life in the field. They will return home with a greater awareness and understanding of evolving conservation issues, 
and possibly with an appreciation of all life, and a new sense of place in the world.

COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE 
SHORT COURSE
A short course on Collaborative Environmental 
Governance was hosted by the College in May. Fa-
cilitated by Professor Kobus Muller from the School 
of Public Leadership at Stellenbosh University, the 
participants were encouraged to fundamentally 
rethink how the world should approach solving 
environmental issues.

Short courses at SAWC are mostly run as needs 
driven courses, tailor made according to the needs 

of a client or even those of various stakeholders in 
a region. 

Participants of this particular course came mainly 
from Zambia and South Africa. 

Short Courses are advertised routinely on our 
website at www.wildlifecollege.co.za or alterna-
tively you can enquire with Marilize van der Walt at 
marvdw@sawc.org.za

The attendees of the Collaborative Environmental 
Governance short course at the SAWC.



SUSTAINABLE USE AND FIELD GUIDING

Being able to age lions, especially 
males, accurately is an important part 
of understanding their behaviour and 
ecology.  In a pride, all the lionesses 
are related- either as full or half-sis-
ters. This ensures prides are stable 
entities, with a strong “sisterhood” 
that is essential to their survival and 
prosperity in an environment where 
prides compete for territory.  To pre-
vent inbreeding, the males move 
between prides to spread the genes 
around.   A dominant pride male will 
not mate with his own daughters nor 
will a brother mate with his sister.  

Male lions are almost fully grown and 
sexually mature towards the end of 
their second year.  When male cubs 
within a pride reach sexual maturity 
they are evicted from the pride to 
prevent them being a threat to their 
female littermates. By their fifth or 
sixth year, they will be ready to at-
tempt a pride takeover.  Dominant 
pride males must fight to retain their 
most prized and privileged position.  
This is where strength and fighting 
experience are of vital importance. 
Takeovers are violent and brutal af-
fairs which invariably leave the con-
testants’ faces heavily scarred.

The phenomenon of infanticide is 
well-documented with lions. After a 
successful pride take-over, it is not 
uncommon for the newly incumbent 
male or males to kill and sometimes 
even consume all suckling cubs in the 

pride. They do this so that the moth-
ers of these cubs will stop lactating 
and quickly come into estrus.  When 
the females are ready, the new pride 
male mates with them, so that his 
genes are passed on.  Dominant pride 
males are usually in their sixth year 
or older.  They are in most instances 
able to retain their dominance for 
about two years or slightly longer.  
By the time their own daughters are 
fully grown and ready to be mated, 
pride males will usually be late into 
their eighth year, or early into their 
ninth. Such lions start to look ‘old’ 
with heavily scarred faces, and lost or 
broken teeth.  

Most pride males are displaced at 
this stage of their lives, and the event 
often leaves them injured.  Displaced 
pride males go down-hill quickly 
from that point. They are arthritic 
and slow, and they no longer have 
the females to rely on to do their 
killing.  In the Kruger National Park, 
many such lions are also TB infected.  
TB can affect their joints and this 
compounds their agility problems.  
Catching their own prey becomes 
even more difficult and so the down-
ward spiral contines. In their prime li-
ons are magestic, noble creatures but 
unfortunately most of them suffer a 
miserable, ‘dishonourable’ death.  
They simply starve until so weak the 
hyenas get them.  In Kruger National 
Park this usually occurs late in their 
ninth or sometime in their tenth year.  

Like all felines, lionesses are fertile 
creatures, capable of having as many 
as six, but raising up to four cubs at 
a time if environmental conditions 
are favourable.  In Africa, ‘favour-
able’ simply means an abundant food 
supply.  Lions have relatively short 
gestation period of 110 days which 
means their populations bounce 
back quickly in ‘times of plenty’.  Both 
the 2015/2016 and the 2016/2017 
rainy seasons were well below aver-
age for the SAWC area.  During this 
time grazing and surface water be-
came short – critically so in fact for 
many months, and it was the grazing 
species, buffalo in particular, which 
seemed to be the most severely ef-
fected by the drought.

Buffalo are a prime prey species for 
lions so when they lose condition the 
lions capitalize on their weakness.  
The effort required to kill a buffalo 
is usually considerable, so when a 
pride makes a kill, they feed on the 

carcass for a few days until it is all 
but gone. During the height of the 
drought however, the buffalo were 
so weak they were easy to kill, so the 
lions would eat only the best bits and 
leave the rest to the scavengers. Over 
this time one of the Ngala guides re-
ported on a pride that killed a buffalo 
each day for nine consecutive days. 
In every case only the meaty hind-
quarters of the buffalo was eaten 
with the remainder of the carcass be-
ing abandoned.

The consequences of these ‘plenti-
ful’ times are now being seen – in 
the SAWC’s training area there are 
currently a number of lionesses and 
almost all of them have cubs!  And so 
the lion circle of life continues – and 
long may it continue!

Dr Kevin Robertson
Business Unit Manager: Sustainable 
Use and Field GuidingThis young male lion was encountered all on his own in the SAWC’s core train-

ing area.  His mane is just starting to develop which puts him in the 18 month 
to two year old age bracket.  His good condition is also a result of the recent 
drought and the easy meals it provided for predators.  It is not uncommon for 
males this age to be evicted from a pride.

THE HARSH REALITIES OF THE LIFE OF A LION IN THE AFRICAN BUSH

Fighting for ‘practice’ and social dominance results in facial scarring.  With a 
‘Mohawk’ type mane and ‘open’ ears, this lion is most probably in his third 
year.  He’s too young and inexperienced to be a pride male even though he 
is fully grown.

A displaced, nine year-old male enjoys a free giraffe meal.  Despite it being 
a ‘time of plenty’, this lion is thin, and the bumps on his spine and ribs are 
indicators that he is TB infected.  It is doubtful he will survive.

These healthy-looking lion cubs were conceived during the height of the re-
cent drought, which was for these predators their ‘time of plenty’!



NEWS FROM THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN WILDLIFE COLLEGE TRUST

Despite an extremely tough 
economic climate, we fervently 
forge on to support those from 
across southern Africa who are 
committed to overcoming the 
pressing and often dangerous 
challenges in nature conservation 
that we are facing. Our support 
for the College is unwavering, and 
it remains the sole beneficiary of 
the Trust.

In February, a strategic planning 
session was held where we 
mapped out our fundraising 
strategy for the year.

Our first campaign was held 
in March. We invited our loyal 
donors to meet our three 
scholarship recipients for the 
year, and asked for their ongoing 
support to help protect Africa’s 
wildlife and conservation areas.  
We offer sincere thanks to Mr. 
Julian Ogilvie Thompson and our 
chairperson Ms. Lesley Richardson 
for their valued contributions.

A second campaign will take place 
mid-year inviting our devoted 
supporters to continue to donate 
to the Trust and thereby the work 
of the College.  

We would like to acknowledge the 
Lomas Wildlife Protection Trust, 
a new donor to our cause that 
made a generous contribution in 
the new financial year. We also 
want to thank the David Graff 
Foundation for their ongoing 
commitment to the College and 
their increased support to the 
Trust this year. We also thank 
Invetec  Bank Limited and Dr. 
Surandar Singh for their valued 
ongoing support. 

The Trust’s investment report 
received from WWF SA, our 
administrator, indicates that our 

progressive and “green” fund 
was valued at R32.1 million on 
31 December 2016. This enables 
the Trust to disperse over R1 
million to the College annually in 
support of education and pressing 
projects in nature conservation. 
Your support has made this 
possible! Thank you.

Janet Wakelin
Fundraiser: Southern African 
Wildlife College Trust

During the past 8 years, I have had the privi-
lege of working at the SAWC in many different 
and exciting roles. The last 3 years have taken 
me to the USA where I received my Master’s 
degree, and where I am currently working 
as Senior Producer for the video production 
company Friendly Human. During this time, 
I have been lucky enough to return to South 
Africa many times to film our upcoming docu-
mentary RHINO MAN. This conservation film 
highlights the brave individuals risking their 
lives daily to protect our precious and iconic 
wildlife. We spent a lot of time with rangers 
in training at the SAWC and highlighted their 
challenging journey to become wildlife guard-
ians. 

I returned to the College in March to visit 
incredible friends, spend some quality time 
reconnecting with the bush, and to introduce 
my girlfriend to my old home. I think for all of 
us who live at, visit, or support the College, it 

represents something special. Driving through 
the main gate and making that 2.2km drive to 
reception feels like a homecoming – no matter 
how many times that journey has been made. 
The bush continuously teaches us to be totally 
present.

We spent 5 great days at the College, and it all 
seems like such a blur but one memory sticks 
out beyond all others. It was our last afternoon 
at the College, and we invited the students to 
come and watch a condensed “rough cut” of 
the RHINO MAN documentary. I was riddled 
with nerves as we pressed “play”. The movie is 
dedicated to the committed conservationists, 
rangers, and ranger trainees who consistently 
put their lives on the line to keep our wildlife 
from vanishing – the very people who were 
sitting in the classroom with me! To my relief, 
the private screening was warmly welcomed 
by the SAWC students, reaffirming that we are 
on the right track to put rangers on the map 

on a global scale. We are currently in negotia-
tions with Netflix and Amazon, with Mumford 
& Sons granting us permission to use some of 
their global hits in the movie score. We aim to 
release RHINO MAN later this year. 

I want to sincerely thank the entire Southern 
African Wildlife College family for their sup-
port of this film and for always welcoming me 
home. It is said that “the only thing necessary 
for the triumph of evil is for good men [and 
women] to do nothing.” Every time I return 
home to SAWC, I feel that the natural world 
still has hope, and that there are still people 
who have the courage to stand tall and fight 
for what truly matters. 

To follow our progress and to learn more 
about the film, please visit www.rhinoman-
themovie.com 

Matt Lindenberg

COMING HOME

As Earthwatch Europe announced the winners of the 2016 Earthwatch Shulman Awards, I was delighted to be named as one of the six recipients 
selected by author and Explorer Neville Schulman!

The grant I will receive was made possible by Earthwatch Capacity Development Programmes. It will be used to fund a research project to assess 
human-wildlife conflict (HWC) in Matestsi ECS Hwange District in North –West Zimbabwe.

These awards, now in their 9th year, provide much needed funding to support the career development and research efforts of early-career con-
servationists in Africa, Asia and Central and South America. Areas of study supported include research into threatened species and environments, 
education, and engagement with local communities.  

To find out more visit:http://earthwatch.org/News-Media/celebrating-shulman-award-winning-conservationists

Fanuel Nleya
Volunteer

CELEBRATING SHULMAN AWARD-WINNING CONSERVATIONISTS 
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With Compliments

The weather has brought to mind the 
old saying that history repeats itself. 
As most of you know, rain has been 
sporadic in this part of the world 
for quite some time. We had a few 
good rains, with over 100mm falling 
in January and February, but March 
followed hot and dry, and the veld 
quickly started to lose condition.

The grass was already quite dry, so we 
kick-started the winter fire protection 
programme (slashing and cutting of 
firebreaks etc.) a month earlier than 
usual. We were also worried about 
the seasonal watering holes drying 
up fast and the state of the grazing. 
The end of March pretty much signals 
the end of our normal rainfall season; 
however I seemed to recall that in 
2011 we received over 100mm of rain 
over the Easter weekend. 

Sure enough, the heavens opened 
up on the Easter weekend and we 
received about 50mm of rain over 
a two-day period. The few sunny 
days that followed had a remarkable 
effect on the vegetation and the grass 
responded with vigour and turned 
green again. The pans filled up nicely 
again and we seem good for grazing 
well into winter.

The College training area seems to 
be a hub of predator activity with a 
good number of sightings over the 
last few weeks. Most notably the 
almost permanent presence of a 
pride of lions consisting of 3 adult 

males, 3 adult females and no less 
than 9 cubs. These have been seen 
regularly, although not all together 
at the same time. We tend to see two 
of the adult males together most of 
the time with different combinations 
of the females and their cubs making 
occasional appearances. We were 
finally treated to a sighting of the 
entire pride for the first time while 
driving out for a bushwalk with Grand 
Valley University students.

Another noteworthy sighting was of 
a large male leopard we encountered 
on foot with our Sustainable Use and 
Field Guiding students. We noticed 
a large number of vultures sitting 
around a small area and decided to 
investigate. We managed to narrow 
down the search area when we saw 
a larger density of vultures in a small 
area. We first spied a hyena, then the 
leopard. He stopped in the open for 
a few seconds before disappearing 
into the thick undergrowth. Knowing 
that there must be a kill we went to 
have a look. We found a fully grown 
male wildebeest carcass only partially 
consumed. 

This was followed by a visit from a 
pack of wild dogs. They were first 
spotted one morning playing along 
the fence. The next morning we 
witnessed an impala kill in the same 
area. Just as exciting, we had a 
fantastic sighting of three young male 
cheetahs at the workshop pan one 
afternoon.

The buffalo seem to have regrouped 
with a large herd making an 
appearance, with the first calves 
of the season among them.  The 
absence of breeding bulls within this 
herd is rather noticeable. They are 
all hanging around in secluded areas, 
bulking up for the upcoming breeding 

season. Speaking of breeding, the silly 
season for impala came into full swing 
with the full moon. 

Only time will tell what the dry season 
has in store for us, but with rather 
good late summer rain this season 
should be a little better than the last.

Directors:  Dr. B. Soto (Chairperson/Mozambique), Mr. S. Abrahams, Mr. P.K. Bewsher, Mr. S. Keswa, Countess. S. Labia, 
Mrs. L.M. Lynch, Mr. O.E. Mokganedi, Mr. W. Myburgh, Dr. G. Raven, Prof. B.K. Reilly, Mrs. T. Sowry.
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